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The aspiring tyrants at the World Economic
Forum are meeting this week to discuss how
they can convince you to believe their lies
and schemes again. The theme of the
meeting — “Restoring Trust” — is an
admission that people of the world are on to
them. In this episode, we discuss what
they’re talking about in Davos, some of the
main players attending, and why Argentina’s
libertarian firebrand president, Javier Milei,
is attending.  

Other stories in today’s show include: 

@ 13:22 |Last night in Iowa, Trump trounced his most competitive opponents by 30 points and even
caused one to drop out;   

@ 25:07 | A small number of principled lawmakers recently held a hearing on the destruction that
continues to pile up thanks to the experimental mRNA Covid injections they forced on people; 

@ 33:00 | TNA Senior Editor Rebecca Terrell interviews Karen Bracken of TN Citizens for State
Sovereignty. 

RELATED  

Get the Trumpworld/Great Reset/Self Reliance Special Edition Collector Set HERE

Learn more about Nullification, the Founders’ brilliant solution to Big Government HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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